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24th May 2018

George’s Restaurant Set Lunch Menu
Beijing, China 24th May 2018—On the second floor of Hotel Éclat Beijing，

George's Restaurant is famous for its elegant service space, carefully selected
healthy menu and quality service. Recently, George’s Restaurant launches a
new set lunch menu. With the perfect cooking skills from the Executive Chef
Chen Lei, you can enjoy a wonderful and healthy meal for lunch.

George's Restaurant is filled with fashion atmosphere and featured a variety
of Asian and international signature dishes with all with fresh ingredients. Mr.
Chen lei, has a precise control over the quality and cooking process of all
kinds of food materials, and constantly explores the inspiration of the dishes,
just to make every guests feel more comfortable.

From 22th May 2018 to 31th August 2018, George’s Restaurant provide
multiple-choice set lunch menu for guests every Monday to Saturday. The
starter has Grilled Salmon Salad, Cajun Prawn Caesar Salad, Grilled
Mediterranean Vegetables, Fattoush Salad and so on. The main course has
Pan-Seared Iceland Sole Fillet, Paper Wrapped Baked Salmon Fillet, Pan-Fried
Seabass Fillet and so on. Each course comes with a variety of juices and side
dishes to provide an unforgettable enjoyment.

The menu also has soup of Day with dessert named Honey Panna Cotta, New
York Cheese Cake, Rice Pudding and Apple Mousse Cake, to make guests
enjoy wonderful taste experience after lunch.

George’s Restaurant set lunch provide for fashion people to enjoy their
comfortable dining time during lunch!

We also provide special courtesy for official WeChat followers, the guest will
get a complimentary dessert by following our WeChat for the first time or
share the restaurant information on moments can get a cup of coffee.

Price: 2 course set lunch - CNY 108
3 course set lunch – CNY 138
Reservation: 010 8561 7758
Date: 22th May 2018 - 31th August 2018, every Monday to Saturday
Opening Hour: 11:30-14:30
Venue: the second floor of hotel

About George’s Restaurant:
On the second floor of hotel, George's Restaurant is filled with traditional and
fashion atmosphere and featured a variety of exquisite dishes with all with
fresh ingredients. Guests can enjoy a variety of Asian and international
signature dishes there, supplement by the selection of the world's leading
wineries of wine and create complementary taste. George's Restaurant’s
commitment is to provide an exceptional dining experience that satisfies
guests’ grown-up tastes.

About Hotel Éclat Beijing
As part of the Hong Kong Parkview Group, Hotel Éclat Beijing with 100
rooms and suites offers a unique opportunity to experience world-class art

while enjoying stylishly inviting accommodations, outstanding cuisine,
intuitive yet non-intrusive guest services and a spectacular Mall where you
can shop till you drop - all within its unique architectural complex.

With the signature ‘Éclat Essentials’ for guests to enjoy, Éclat re-defines the
upscale hotel experience, bringing you the art of contemporary luxury and the
luxury of contemporary art.
Hotel Éclat Beijing is also a member of the exclusive Small Luxury Hotels of the
World™.

Learn more at www.eclathotels.com

